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The energy saving filter
Powerful and efficient 
Made in Germany



The energy saving filter

The new EHEIM ecco pro filter offers not only clear energy 

savings, but also some innovative features, which make the 

maintenance of your aquarium easier.

� Complete with twist-and-adjust 

shut-off taps.

� Quick and easy automatic self-priming  via 

multi-function handle (for carrying, closing 

the canister and priming)

� Prefilter at the top of the canister collects 

larger dirt particles and thus significantly 

increases the maintenance intervals before 

having to clean the filter material. Simple to 

remove and easy to clean.

� Individually fillable filter baskets.

Comes complete with original EHEIM 

filter media.

� High quality ceramic spindles and sleeves 

guarantee extremely long service life.

� Ready to set up (complete with filter media 

and accessories).
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SUBSTRATpro
biological filter 
medium,
reuseable

NEW: bioMECH
mechanical-biological
filter medium, 
dirt trapping pockets
trap large and small dirt
particles effectively,
reuseable

NEW: MECHpro
mechanical filter 
medium,
a unique spiral shape
ensures excellent 
trapping of even small
particles,
reuseable

EHEIM High
Performance Ceramics: 
The spindle and sleeve of
the ecco pro impeller
chamber are made from
high performance ceramics.
That means unusually high
quiet running smoothness,
reliability and long life.
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Save up to 
44-75% 
of your energy 
consumption 
per year 
with the new 
EHEIM ecco pro 
filter compared 
to other filters for 
similar tank sizes.
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Picture: Set up ecco pro 300 with 3 baskets
No picture
ecco pro 200  2 baskets (SUBSTRATpro/MECHpro)
ecco pro 130 1 basket (SUBSTRATpro)
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1x prefilter pad/4x fine filter pad set Art. 2616320

fine filter pad 3x Art. 2616315

active carbon pad 3x Art. 2628310

Technical data

Contents
Complete with new 
filter media package:
1x prefilter
1x fine filter pad 
1x active carbon pad
EHEIM SUBSTRATpro
EHEIM bioMECH
EHEIM MECHpro
(see filter media set-up)

Accessories:
2 x shut off taps
EHEIM spray bar 
EHEIM inlet pipe 
EHEIM quality hose
ø 12/16 mm

Original
EHEIM filter media

Are you planning to go on holiday?
Can’t get anyone to feed your fish while you are away?
EHEIM fish feeders will solve your problem.

3581
� easy to programme
� drum for food flakes
� contents 100 ml
� auto-ventilation 

to keep food dry
� including batteries

3582
� easy to programme
� 2 separate feeding 

chambers for granulate, 
sticks, flakes

� contents 2x 80 ml = 160 ml
� auto-ventilation 

to keep food dry
� large, easy to read display
� including batteries

TIP


